Multi-label learning is a challenging task in data mining which has attracted growing attention in recent years. Despite the fact that many multi-label datasets have continuous features, general algorithms developed specially to transform multi-label datasets with continuous attributes' values into a finite number of intervals have not been proposed to date. Many classification algorithms require discrete values as the input and studies have shown that supervised discretization may improve classification performance. This paper presents a Label-Attribute Interdependence Maximization (LAIM) discretization method for multi-label data. LAIM is inspired in the discretization heuristic of CAIM for single-label classification. The maximization of the label-attribute interdependence is expected to improve labels prediction in data separated through disjoint intervals. The main aim of this paper is to present a discretization method specifically designed to deal with multi-label data and to analyze whether this can improve the performance of multi-label learning methods. To this end, the experimental analysis evaluates the performance of 12 multi-label learning algorithms (transformation, adaptation, and ensemble-based) on a series of 16 multi-label datasets with and without supervised and unsupervised discretization, showing that LAIM discretization improves the performance for many algorithms and measures.
Introduction
The machine learning community has studied the classification task in depth. The usual way to define this task involves associating one class label with each pattern. It can be distinguished between binary and multiclass classification. In the former only two classes are defined, indicating if the pattern belongs or not to the target whilst in the latter more than two classes are defined. This classical definition of the task entails the only-onelabel-per-pattern restriction. Nevertheless there are more and more current classification problems, such as text and sound categorization, semantic scene classification or gene and protein function classification, in which a pattern could have simultaneously associated not one but a set of labels. These problems with multiple outputs entail specific difficulties such as the exponential growth of combinations of labels to take into account, label correlations and even data imbalance. All of these factors have lead to the emerging of MultiLabel Learning (MLL) paradigm [21, 60] . In contrast to classical (a.k.a. single-label) learning, MLL is able to address problems where class labels are not mutually exclusive. First applications of MLL were related to classification of text and multimedia [45, 46] , in which one document or picture could be simultaneously associated with several categories, and protein and gene function classification, in which a gene or protein can perform several functions [59] . Nowadays MLL has become a challenging research area with an increasing number of papers and domains of application such as drug discovery [24] , social network mining [27] , and direct marketing [61] .
On the other hand, many machine learning and statistical techniques have been designed to learn only in datasets composed of nominal variables while real-world applications usually involve continuous features [26, 29] . In order to overcome this drawback one solution is to use an embedded or external method to discretize continuous features by partitioning them into a number of discrete intervals and treat each one as a category. As it maps from a high dimensional range of values to a reduced subset of discrete values, discretizacion can be considered a data reduction method [20] . Obtaining the optimal discretization is NP-complete [10] being a potential time-consuming bottle-neck.
Despite the fact that many multi-label datasets have continuous features, general algorithms developed specially to transform multi-label datasets with continuous attributes' values into a finite number of intervals have not been proposed to date. Studies have shown the advantages of supervised dis-cretization [20] and many classifiers require discrete input. This paper presents a discretization approach based on Label-Attribute Interdependence Maximization (LAIM) that can be applied to numerical multi-label datasets. The proposal is inspired on the CAIM [28] discretization method for multi-class single-label classification and extends its application to multi-label data. The label-attribute interdependence maximization is expected to improve the generation of discrete intervals that boost the performance of subsequent multi-label classifiers. The primary objective of this paper is to present a supervised discretization method specifically designed for multi-label data and to analyze whether multi-label discretization can improve performance of state-of-art MLL algorithms. The experimental study evaluates and compares the performance of 12 multi-label algorithms (transformation, adaptation, and ensemble-based) with and without discretization on 16 datasets. Moreover, 13 different metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. The experimental results are contrasted through the analysis of non-parametric statistical tests [19] , namely the Wilcoxon [54] test that evaluates whether there are statistically significant differences between the performance of algorithms on discretized and non-discretized data.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on multi-label and data discretization. Section 3 describes the LAIM discretization method to multi-label data. Section 4 presents the experimental study and Section 5 discusses the results and the statistical analysis. Finally, Section 6 shows the main conclusions of this work.
Background
In order to provide the reader with the necessary background, this section presents an overview of both MLL and discretization techniques.
Multi-label learning
Given F = F 1 × . . . × F k a k-dimensional input space of numerical or categorical features, and an output space of q labels, Y = {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ q }, in MLL an instance has the form (x, Y ), where x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ F , and Y ⊆ Y is called labelset. Label associations can be also represented as a q dimensional binary vector y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y q ) = {0, 1}
q where each element is 1 if the label is relevant and 0 otherwise. Note that in single-label learning each example has the form (x, y), where x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ F , and y ∈ Y.
gorithms have been adapted to deal with multi-label data directly, without pre-processing the multi-label dataset. For instance, decision trees [11] , SVMs [34, 52] , associative classification [39] or bio-inspired approaches [1] . It is worth citing Multi-label k-nearest neighbor (MLkNN) [58] . It first determines the k nearest neighbors and then, based on prior and posterior probabilities for the frequency of each label within the k nearest neighbors, it identifies the set of labels to be associated to the unknown example by using the maximum a posteriori principle. Instance Based Learning by Logistic Regression (IBLR) [8] is an approach that combines instance-based learning and logistic regression. Together with MLkNN it can be considered state-of-the-art in MLL by instance based approaches.
Ensemble methods whose base classifiers are multi-label learners (i.e. EPS, ECC, RAkEL) are considered in [33] a special group of methods because they are developed on top of problem transformation and algorithm adaptation approaches. Hierarchy Of Multilabel classifiERs (HOMER) [47] , that generates a tree of multi-label classifiers is also included in this group. The root node represents all labels and the tree is top-down generated. At each node a balanced clustering algorithm groups similar labels into a meta-label and then a multi-label learner is built to predict these meta-labels. Table  6 summarizes the methods that have been considered in this paper and the configuration recommended by its authors.
Data discretization
The goal of discretization is to find a set of cut points to partition the range of values of a numerical feature into a small number of intervals that have good class coherence, which is usually measured by an evaluation function. A recent taxonomy of discretization methods has been proposed in [20] . A common criteria to classify discretization is supervised vs. unsupervised depending on whether the class information is taken or not into account by the classifier. Other criteria (e.g. global vs. local, static vs. dynamic, univariate vs. multivariate) have been described in [20] .
Two representative unsupervised algorithms are Equal-width (EW) and Equal-frequency (EF) discretizations [37] . The former divides the range of values for an attribute into a number of equal sized bins. The latter divides the continuous attribute into a number of bins so that each bin contains approximately the same number of training instances. In both cases, the number of bins is provided by the user. Unsupervised discretization methods ignore important information: the labels of the class attribute.
Most discretizers in literature are supervised and use class information to determine the best number of intervals. There are some methods based on the χ 2 statistic that focus on the statistical point of view. Thus, ChiMerge [25] is a bottom-up method that starts from the set of single value intervals and iteratively merge neighboring intervals. The top-down method based on χ 2 is ChiSplit [32] . Entropy-based methods focus on the information theoretical point of view [13, 23, 30] . Fayyad and Irani [18] presented an entropy-based method that used the class information entropy of candidate partitions to select boundaries for discretization. Finally, CAIM [28] is a topdown discretization algorithm that maximizes the interdependence between class labels and attribute values while minimizes the number of intervals.
Up to our knowledge, data discretization has not received too much attention in the field of multi-label learning to date and specific algorithms for multi-label data discretization have not been proposed. Only a few works cite any pre-processing of multi-label data that is carried out in order to fit the inputs to specific algorithms in particular fields, which are detailed next.
In [16] for each continuous feature, the values were sorted and then every four consecutive values were treated as one interval. As this method is unsupervised the label information was ignored, besides the method was used in a specific problem (i.e. protein fold prediction) and with a specific algorithm. In [2] each label was pre-processed with class-attribute contingency coefficient [9] due to the fact that the proposed MLL method (based on Bayesian networks) was defined for discrete variables. As the class-attribute contingency coefficient is a method defined for standard classification, its application on multi-label data may cannot generate the most appropriate discretization intervals . Besides, the two cited works did not study the effect of discretization on the performance of the proposals. Finally, in [36] , two supervised entropy-based discretization algorithms were proposed in order to explore the potential of weighted representations of documents (e.g. tf*idf ) in the context of AdaBoost-like algorithms that required documents to be represented by binary vectors. These methods were based on information gain and split a continuous feature into two discrete intervals. As the criteria used was multi-class they binarized the attribute domain without any further consideration of the labelset distribution. There is no general knowledge on whether data discretization may improve the performance of multi-label learning algorithms. Consequently, it is our objective to truly explore in this paper the potential benefits and advantages of multi-label data discretization as measured by the performance of a set of MLL algorithms.
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CAIM discretization for single-label data
CAIM is a supervised discretization algorithm whose goal is automatically selecting both the number of discrete intervals and the cut points based on the interdependency between class and attribute values maximization. In order to achieve such a goal, the Class-Attribute Interdependency Maximization is used as the criterion for optimal discretization. In addition, a secondary goal is to minimize the number of intervals without significant loss of classattribute mutual dependence. The definition of CAIM for classical singlelabel learning is the following. Given a dataset of M instances where each example belongs to one of q predefined classes. CAIM discretizes the continuous attribute F into n discrete intervals
where d 0 is the minimal value, d n is the maximal value and d v < d v+1 , for v = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Such a discrete result D is called a discretization scheme on attribute F being P = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n−1 } the set of cut points [20] .
If the class variable and the attribute are treated as two random variables, a two-dimensional frequency matrix (a.k.a. quanta matrix) can be obtained as shown in Table 1 , where M is the number of instances, M i• is the number of instances belonging to class λ i and M •r is the number of instances in the interval r. Therefore, m ir is the number of instances in the interval (d r−1 , d r ] belonging to class λ i . For any predicate π, π returns 1 if the predicate is true and 0 otherwise.
The CAIM criterion measures the dependency between the data classes and the discretization scheme D for an attribute F . It is specified in Equation 1 where n is the number of intervals, r iterates over all intervals, max r is the maximum value among all m ir values (maximum value within the rth column of the quanta matrix), M •r is the total number of instances that are within the interval (d r−1 , d r ] of attribute F . The larger the value of CAIM, the higher the interdependence between the class labels and the discrete intervals, and consequently, the better subsequent classification [6] .
LAIM discretization for multi-label data
This section presents the LAIM discretization algorithm for multi-label data. LAIM is inspired on the CAIM discretization for single-label discretization but extended to deal with multi-label data by taking into account the whole labelset of the instances instead of the single-label class of original CAIM. This way, based on the labelset and the discretization scheme it can be defined a multi-label quanta matrix, which is shown in Table 2 .
In contrast to the the single-label quanta matrix, there are differences in the counts of the sum of rows and columns based on the labels information. In this case,
is the number of instances in which the label λ i is positive. M •r is the total number of positive labels that are within the interval (d r−1 , d r ] of attribute F . Importantly, unlike the single-label case, the sum of the right column will be not the number of instances but the total number of positive labels in the whole dataset
This definition of a multi-label quanta matrix can be employed by any discretization algorithm to adapt its methodology to handle multi-label data appropriately. The LAIM criterion is specified in Equation 2 where n is the number of intervals, r iterates over all intervals, max r is the maximum value among all m ir values (maximum value within the rth column of the multilabel quanta matrix), M •r is the number of positive labels that are within the interval (d r−1 , d r ] of attribute F , and M j=1 |Y j | is the total number of positive labels. The LAIM criterion is an adaptation of the CAIM's in Equation 1 for multi-label data as it measures the dependency between the labels and the discretization scheme D for an attribute F . The numerator of the equation maximizes the relation between the maximum number of examples having the same label divided by the total amount of labels happening each discretized interval. The denominator of the equation measures the total number of labels and intervals. Therefore, it is expected to maximize the relation between the numerator and the denominator. The larger the value of LAIM, the higher the interdependence between the labels and the discrete intervals. Table 2 : Multi-label quanta matrix for attribute F and discretization scheme D
Algorithm 1 LAIM algorithm
Require: Data consisting of M examples, q labels, a set of continuous attributes
Find maximum, d n , and minimum,
Sort the continuous values of F i in ascending order 5:
Form B, the set of candidate interval boundaries, with d 0 , d n and all the mid points of all the adjacent pairs 6:
{Step 2: Discretization} 9: nIntervals = 1 10:
for all b j ∈ B do 11:
Add a midpoint, b j , into B which is not still in D i 12:
Calculate LAIM value 13:
end for 14:
Accept the midpoint, b j , with highest value of LAIM 15:
if LAIM > GlobalLAIM then 16:
return Discretization scheme D i 20:
end if 21:
Go to line 10 23: end for
LAIM algorithm (listed in Algorithm 1) uses a greedy approach. It begins with a single interval that covers all possible values of a certain attribute and divides it iteratively by choosing the midpoint that yields the highest value of LAIM criterion. This process is repeated until the LAIM value is no further improved, i.e., the LAIM value with k intervals is lower than with k − 1 intervals. The intrinsic behavior of the LAIM criterion advocates for a small number of intervals because in Equation 2 (which has to be maximized) the denominator includes the number of intervals. Therefore, when the algorithm follows a top-down greedy approach it is more likely to keep discretization schemes with smaller number of intervals rather than splitting the attribute's domain generating a very large number of intervals that eventually decrease the LAIM value.
Experiments
This section presents experimental setup to detail the performance evaluation metrics, the multi-label datasets, the algorithms and their experimental settings. Detailed results of the experiments are available in the website 1 .
Evaluation metrics
Performance metrics used in MLL can be categorized into label-based and example-based. Label-based metrics compute a binary performance metric based on the contingency: table true positives (tp), true negatives (tn), false positives (f p) and false negative (f n) values. Due to the fact of having a contingency table for each label, macro and micro averaging methods can be used [49] . The macro approach calculates the binary metric for each label and these values are then averaged. On the other hand, the micro approach aggregates the values of all contingency tables to finally compute the metric. According to [38] and [57] , macro averaging gives all the labels the same weight being better when the system is required to perform consistently across all labels regardless their frequency, while micro averaging tend to be more influenced by common labels. In this work macro and micro precision, recall and F-measure have been considered and are defined in Table 3 Macro-averaged where (↓) indicates the smaller the value the better the performance and (↑) indicates the larger the value the better the performance.
On the other hand, example-based metrics compute a metric for each instance an then this value is averaged across all instances. Example-based metrics are shown in Table 4 . Let a multi-label dataset consisting of M examples, each one associated with a set of labels Y ⊆ Y. The classifier predicts a set of labels Z for each example. The subset accuracy [62] computes the percentage of instances whose predicted labels are exactly the same as their corresponding set of ground-truth labels. As an exact match between the predicted and the true sets of labels is needed it is considered a very strict evaluation measure. The Hamming loss [45] considers the prediction error (an incorrect label is predicted) and missing error (a label is not predicted) at the same time, being ∆ the symmetric difference of two sets and corresponds to the XOR operation in boolean logic. The smaller the value of Hamming loss, the better the performance. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure have been also defined as example-based metrics. Finally, the ranking loss [21] is a ranking metric that evaluates the average fraction of label pairs that are disordered for an example. The goal is to obtain a small number of misorderings so that the labels in Y are ranked above the ones in Y where |E| is called the error-set-size in [12] and it is defined as
x is the true ranking.
Datasets
A set of numerical multi-label datasets has been used in the experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposal and compare to other methods. They are called CAL500 [51] , Emotions [46] , Birds [4] , Flags [22] , Scene [3] (↓) Hamming loss and Yeast [17] , Tmc2007-500 [49] , Human [55] , Plant [55] , a set of Yahoo! datasets [52] and Rcv1v2 [31] . These datasets belong to a wide variety of application domains and they have been used in other studies covering several paradigms. For datasets Yahoo! and Rcv1v2, the χ 2 feature ranking method proposed in [49] was used separately for each label, and the top 500 features based on their maximum rank over all labels were selected.
These datasets have been collected from the MULAN [50] , MEKA [41] and LABIC [56] repository websites and they are very varied in their degree of complexity, number of labels, number of attributes, and number of examples. The number of labels ranges from 6 to 174, the number of attributes ranges from 19 to 500, and the number of examples ranges from 194 to 11214. Datasets were partitioned using the 10-fold cross validation procedure [53] . Table 5 summarises the information about these datasets. Items in the table have been ordered according a somewhat rough overall complexity measure used by Read [43] , consisting of the product of labels × instances × attributes (we refer it as LIF). The horizontal line separates large datasets. Thus, the label cardinality is the average number of labels of the examples in the dataset whereas the label density is the average number of labels of the examples in the dataset divided by q. Distinct is the total number of unique label combinations in the dataset. 
Algorithms and experimental settings
For the experimentation, we have evaluated the multi-label LAIM method with 12 different algorithms from the state-of-art and 16 datasets by using a 10-fold cross validation. The use of multiple algorithms belonging to different families pursue to avoid the bias a particular method to the experimentation. This way, we can evaluate the true impact of multi-label discretization on the behavior of multiple algorithms. Furthermore, the unsupervised Equal-width and Equal-frequency methods are included for comparison. The implementation of these algorithms is available from the MULAN library [50] and they are summarized in Table 6 . Parameters were set with the values recommended by the authors of each algorithm at their respective articles, or the provided by the MULAN software otherwise. The use of J48 as base classifier is commonplace in multi-label learning [60] and the same parameters are used in all the configurations. 
Results
This section presents the experimental results and discusses the performance of the algorithms based on non-parametric statistical analysis.
The 12 multi-label classification algorithms were run with and without data discretization and the results about the cross validation were gathered for each of the 13 performance metrics. One performance table was obtained for each metric considered. Besides, for each metric, a ranking of algorithms was built following the philosophy of the Friedman test [15] where the algorithm with the best value metric in one dataset is given a rank of 1 for that dataset, the algorithm with the next best metric value has the rank of 2, and so on. Finally, the average ranks of each algorithm in all datasets are calculated. These ranks let us know which algorithm obtains the best results across all datasets. In this way, the algorithm with the value closest to 1 indicates the best performance across most datasets.
Due to the article's space limitations and the large number of datasets, metrics and methods employed, we show in the manuscript the results of the Hamming loss, ranking loss and subset accuracy, as they are the most popular and commonly employed metrics. On the other hand, full tables with all the results of the cross validation for each dataset (16), metric (13) and method (12) Table 7 shows the results obtained for Hamming loss. It is observed that LAIM discretization improves the average ranking values for all algorithms tested, which is highly significant. Specifically, 4 algorithms (BR, CC, PS, RAkEL) achieve better performance on discretized data in 15 out of 16 improved on 4 datasets for 11 algorithms, 4 other datasets for 10 algorithms, and 5 other datasets for 9 algorithms. However, only the discretization of the yeast dataset was found not to be improved by a majority of multi-label classifiers as measured by the Hamming loss. Similarly, Table 8 shows the results obtained for ranking loss. LAIM discretization improves the average ranking values on 7 of the 12 classifiers. However, performance was worse on ECC, MLkNN, and IBLR. On the other hand, unsupervised discretizers obtained much worse performance both on Hamming loss and ranking loss. Table 9 shows the results obtained for the subset accuracy. This is a very strict evaluation measure as it requires the predicted set of labels to be an exact match of the true set of labels (notice that for CAL500, there is any algorithm capable of predicting the whole labelset correctly). Results show that LAIM discretization improves the average ranking values for 11 out of 12 algorithms. Specifically, 4 algorithms (BR, DBR, LP, RAkEL) achieve better performance on discretized data in 14 out of 16 datasets, HOMER on 13 datasets, and 2 algorithms (CLR, PS) on 12 datasets. However, EPS is the only algorithm whose performance on discretized data was worse as measured by the subset accuracy. On the other hand, from the point of view of datasets, subset accuracy was improved on 3 datasets for 11 algorithms, 3 other datasets for 10 algorithms, and 5 other datasets for 9 algorithms. However, only the discretization of the flags dataset was found not to be improved by a majority of multi-label classifiers as measured by the subset accuracy. Again, unsupervised discretization showed to achieve much worse results. In summary, these results show that there is a majority of datasets which are improved after LAIM discretization for a majority of algorithms.
Moreover, we show all the rank results for all metrics gathered in Table 10 . Besides, a meta-ranking of algorithms (the rank of the ranks) was built following the philosophy of the Friedman test described above. This way, we can evaluate which algorithm has best overall performance in most of the metrics, since there is any method that performs best for all the metrics. In this case, the algorithm with the best value in one metric was given a rank of 1 for that metric, the algorithm with the next best value had the rank of 2, and so on. Finally, the average ranks of each algorithm in all metrics were calculated. Results are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 , which illustrate the average rank and meta-rank of the algorithms with and without LAIM discretization. As can be observed, LAIM data discretization improves the average rank and meta-rank in 10 of the 12 algorithms whereas unsupervised methods obtain much worse ranks. It is worthy to mention the significant performance improvement on the HOMER and PS algorithms after data discretization. On the other hand, only MLkNN and IBLR get worse ranks. Particularly, MLkNN and IBLR are two instance-based algorithms, and the deterioration of results may be due to the fact they are very influenced by 
Statistical analysis
In order to determine whether preprocessing data with multi-label LAIM discretization is able to significantly improve performance, the Wilcoxon [54] test was carried out for each couple of algorithms considering the values in Table 10 . Wilcoxon rank sum test is a non-parametric one recommended in Demšar's study [15] , which allows us to address whether there are significant differences between the performance values obtained with and without the LAIM discretization. To do this, the null hypothesis of this test maintains that there are no significant differences between the performance values, while the alternative hypothesis assures that there are. Table 11 shows the sum of ranks, the p-values and the statistical confidence.
From the p-value column, it can be concluded that there are significant differences at a 90% level of confidence (p-value ≤ 0.1) in the case of CC. There are also significant differences at a 95% level of confidence (p-value ≤ LAIM discret. vs. 0.05) in the case of DBR and LP, and even there are significant differences at a 99% level of confidence (p-value ≤ 0.01) in the case of ECC, PS and HOMER. This means that the discretization method proposed in this paper effectively improves classification performance for the datasets and metrics tested with DBR, CC, ECC, LP, PS and HOMER. In BR, CLR and RAk EL there are not significant differences, but the sum of ranks is still higher for discretization. On the other hand, in the case of instance-based algorithms, MLkNN and IBLR, the sum of ranks is quite higher without discretization. Therefore, it is not recommendable to perform data discretization prior the execution of these two instance-based algorithms. Finally, one more test has been carried out, in this case in order to evaluate whether discretization improves particular performance metrics. The Wilcoxon test was carried out for each metric considering values obtained with and without discretization. Table 12 summarizes the results of the test performed. In the light of the results we can conclude that there are significant differences in 5 of the 13 metric evaluated. Results obtained for examplebased accuracy significantly improve with LAIM discretization with a 95% level of confidence and finally, Hamming loss, subset accuracy, example-based precision, and precision micro results are improved with discretization at a 99% level of significance. In the case of ranking loss, example-based F-Mreasure, F-measure micro , and precision macro there are not significant differences, but the sum of ranks is higher with discretization.
It is important to highlight that discretization statistically improved multilabel classification considering the Haming loss and the subset accuracy. The former is the most frequently reported whereas the latter is considered overly stringent [14] since making a mistake on a single label is punished hardly. Therefore, improving both metrics simultaneously is worth to mention.
Space and time complexity
Space and time complexity are essential for scaling algorithms to largescale and big data. The LAIM time complexity for discretizing an attribute is O(m log m), where m is the number of distinct (unique) values of the attribute. The LAIM space complexity is O(n · q), where n is the number of intervals and q is the number of labels. Therefore, it can easily scale to large problems. Moreover, discretization of multiple attributes can be parallelized using CPU threads or GPUs [7] . Table 13 shows the discretization time for the datasets. Considering their complexity as measured by the number of instances and attributes (see Table 5 ), the LAIM discretization is fast and scalable, having a maximum runtime lower than 3 seconds for the Rcv1 datasets, which comprise a larger number of instances, attributes and labels. Thus, given LAIM complexities it is not expected to have space or time problems when addressing highdimensional data from similar researches [44] . 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a Label-Attribute Interdependence Maximization (LAIM) discretization algorithm for multi-label data which extended the CAIM principles. Its flexible representation of a multi-label quanta matrix allowed to adapt the discretization process to data instances having multiple labels. The experimental study analyzed the performance differences of 12 classification algorithms with and without discretization on 13 multi-label metrics. Experimental results showed the better performance with discretization on 10 of the 12 algorithms by means of the average ranks of the classifiers. Specifically, HOMER, PS and ECC improved their performance significantly as compared with the results without discretization. On the other hand, instance-based methods as MLkNN and IBLR showed worse performance after discretization. Unsupervised discretizers were also analyzed showing to achieve significantly worse performance. With regards of the performance metrics, multi-label discretization demonstrated to improve the Hamming loss, the subset accuracy, the example-based precision, the accuracy, and the precision micro . Results were validated through non-parametric statistical analysis which evidenced the performance improvements on each of the algorithms and metrics. The good results obtained indicate that multi-label discretization is an open challenge demanding further research.
